
Information for prospective SRC regional representatives 
 

What is the SRC? 
The Faculty of Public Health (FPH) Specialist Registrars Committee (SRC) is a formal subgroup of the 
FPH Education Committee.  Its purpose is to represent the interests of specialty registrars in public 
health from across the UK, ensuring the views of registrars are heard at other FPH Committees.  
Those views may be in relation to FPH policy, national consultations, business and project objectives, 
training, the practice of public health and to the maintenance and improvement of population health 

 

What would my role be as an SRC regional rep? 
SRC reps are usually in post for 1-2 years.  The role takes approximately 1.5 days per month. 
Registrars at any stage of training can join the SRC and actively participate in the committee.  

1. To represent registrars from your region at SRC meetings.  The SRC meets formally four 
times a year, and the meetings tend to be 11am-3.30pm. The meetings are currently normally 
held in London (with one meeting per year outside of London if possible) and teleconference 
facilities are always provided.  In addition, there is an additional 1.5 hour teleconference 
approximately 3 weeks before each SRC meeting, to take one or two big issues from the 
agenda.  Each region is asked to try and ensure they are represented at every meeting, and 
each rep is required to attend at least half of the meetings in any one year. 
 

2. All reps sit on at least one FPH committee in addition to the SRC. The role/ workload required 
differs by committee but most meet quarterly.  The SRC vice-chair can give an up-to-date list 
of which committees have a vacancy for an SRC rep and you will be able to choose the one 
that you are most interested in of these. 
 

3. There are multiple workstreams of varying size being done by the SRC at any one time. The 
main ones will be detailed in the workplan for the year, but there will also be additional ‘ad 
hoc’ pieces of work that will arise throughout the year. Taking on or contributing to any of 
these pieces of work is voluntary, but most reps have some role in at least one of these each 
year. 
 

4. You will also cascade information from the FPH and SRC out to registrars in your regions via 
your normal regional communication channels (e.g. regional network meetings and email 
groups).  You will join the SRC email group which is how information to be cascaded is 
shared. 
 

5. If registrars in your region have an issue with training, they should raise it with you and, if 
appropriate, you should raise it via the Yahoo group or at the next SRC meeting via the 
regional update report (highlighting if it needs discussion at a meeting), depending on the 
nature and urgency of the issue.  There is guidance in the SRC rep induction document on 
which issues are in the scope of the SRC. 
 

Documents with further information (ask your current rep for a copy) 
• SRC new rep induction document 
• SRC Terms of Reference 
• Current SRC workplan and latest minutes 

https://www.fph.org.uk/about-fph/board-and-committees/
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